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BUSINESS BRANDING
A brand gives a business its unique identity.
Think about some of the most iconic brands
out there, and then picture their branding. I
bet you can come up with it right away. A
Branding Kit is important because it helps to
maintain the consistency of your brand.
Nothing speaks visual language as a brand
board does. After your Branding Kit is final,
you will receive a digital copy of your brand
board, which including logos, color palette,
and font combinations.

THREE CUSTOM LOGO VARIATIONS
Since branding is more than just one logo, your Branding Kit includes three logo
variations for you to build your one-of-the-kind brand. Your brand represents you, your
missions, and values. Your final Branding Kit will include a minimum of three logos
from each of these three logo variations and uses your 5-color palette to offer you
digital PNG files with a transparent background for easy watermark placement.

MAIN LOGO
Your main logo is designed
using words or a combination
of words & a graphic. This textbased logo is simple and sleek
and says a lot about your
brand. It can contain elements
such as icons, illustrations,
symbols or initials. This logo is
mainly used on your website,
printed marketing materials,
and professional publications.

ALTERNATIVE LOGO
The alternative logo is simply
a shorter version of your main
logo. Alternative logos are the
variations of your main logo
and it can be your logo
without the tagline, a stacked
version, icon, badge and so
on. This is usually the most
used logo from your portfolio.

SUBMARK LOGO
The Submark logo is a
simplified version of your
main logo. It's mainly used
as a social media profile
picture, favicon, footer logo,
on business stationery or
other graphics. Submarks
are usually in geometric
shapes. Sometimes it’s a
symbol that represents your
brand in a minimal way.
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COLOR PALETTE
Consistency in your Branding Kit color palette helps your
audience to remember who you are and what your business
has to offer. Sometimes, your color palette is more
recognizable than the actual logo so it is very important to
your brand.
In your Branding Kit you will receive a 5-color palette that
exemplifies your brand. These colors will be used to design
your logos but you will also want to use these colors in your
website, social media, and any graphics that you create.
Under each of the colors listed on your Branding Kit you'll
see a hex code that can be used to copy the color into any
design program so that you will have the exact colors to
make your branding cohesive.

To use hex codes in most programs you
can click on the colors options and
type in the code from your Branding Kit.

HEX CODES IN CAVA

HEX CODES IN WORD
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2-3 FONT TYPES
The font that you use in your branding will affect
the way your brand communicates to your
customer. It's important to choose fonts that
match what you want your brand to exemplify.
Your custom logos included in your Branding Kit
will be created using 2-3 fonts. The font names
will be provided in your Branding Kit (see image
to the right).
Typography is another visual element of your
brand's style, but it isn't just the font you use in
your logo. You can use these fonts in your
website, social media, and graphics that you
create.

You might have noticed that throughout
this whole guide the same fonts have
been used according to our own brand!

EXAMPLES OF HOW YOU MIGHT USE YOUR LOGOS
SUBMARK LOGO

ALTERNATIVE LOGO

MAIN LOGO

